
 

              

Dear Investors 

I wrote this newsletter twice, each time on a different topic. In the end I have decided to share both                    

versions with you as both topics are of significance to our Fund.  So it’s a bit of a long read... 

Topic I focuses on Proof of Stake consensus protocols and Staking. Most of our assets are PoS protocols                  

so it is important to understand what Staking is all about. It is also very interesting to understand that                   

we are watching and participating in the birth of a new fixed income market. 

Topic II focuses on the World Economic Forum meetings that will take place in the first half of 2021.                   

These are significant for us as a large part of these meetings will be considering payments technologies,                 

central bank digital currencies and global monetary systems. All of this is highly relevant for Bitcoin and                 

indeed all of our cryptoassets. 

But first...The Crypromarkets Summary 

The value of our Fund increased by 75% over the past quarter (up 321% for the past 12 months). The                    

increase came mainly from Bitcoin which reached a new all time high of ~ USD 27,000 on 31 December                   

2020.  The Unit Price of the Fund closed at AUD 1.65. 

As I set out in my November 2020 News Bulletin, I believe we are at the early stages of a significant bull                      

market. I hold this view because we are still very early in the adoption process. The pace of institutional                   

and corporate adoption, which started in 2020, will accelerate throughout 2021. Even the Australian              

mainstream press are referring to Bitcoin and Cryptocurrencies generally as ‘...an outlier no longer…’ or               

a ‘...store of value…’. Bitcoin will be the first ‘go to’ asset for institutions as they enter the space                   

throughout 2021. 
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Our largest holding, Ethereum, I believe has the most upside at the moment. Currently at USD 732, it is                   

well off it’s previous all time high of USD 1,400 which was reached in January 2018. Since that time                   

there have been a number of significant developments, not the least of which is the implementation of                 

Ethereum 2.0 and Proof of Stake, these developments are not fully reflected in the current price.  

Our holding in Polkadot is currently valued at AUD 1,465,962, up 3,064% on our original investment of                 

AUD 46,321. The credible price predictions that I am hearing in the market for Polkadot indicate to me                  

that we should not be reducing our position just yet, but it is something that’s on my watch list. In the                     

meantime we are earning 12%pa on our Staked Polkadot’s. 

Our moonshot asset, Hedera Hashgraph, continues to underperform from a price perspective, our break              

even price is AUD 0.09c, currently hBars are trading at AUD 0.04c. Trading volume for hBars is a healthy                   

USD 7m/day. In my experience it will not take much to bump the price to past our break even, but what                     

I am really looking for is a significant up-lift on the back of news about utilisation of the protocol,                   

governing council membership and also potential government adoption as part of central bank digital              

currency solutions. The news throughout 2020 has been muted, but I am aware of many projects in                 

stealth mode and expect that they will be revealed in 2021 (in particular I am looking for a Google                   

announcement). The price predictions I see in the market of AUD 1.00 or more for hBars are not                  

unrealistic. We hold 5.2 million hBars. 

As bullish as I am about 2021, I do see some headwinds. In particular I expect there will be some                    

significant regulatory developments in 2021, not all of these will be positive for the space. In particular,                 

I will be watching the developments that come out of ‘The Great Reset’ agenda being put forward by the                   

members of the World Economic Forum. I expand on this in Part II of this newsletter. 
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Topic I - Proof of Stake (PoS)       

consensus protocols and staking    

rewards 

It is very important for investors to       

understand PoS as most of our assets use a         

PoS consensus mechanism. Also - and this       

is the most interesting part - the concept        

of Staking and earning a yield from PoS        

assets is a new concept for us all, we are at           

the very beginning of a new fixed income        

market that will in time become of       

sufficient size and sophistication to attract      

institutional fixed income investment funds.  

In this part I start by considering the problem         

that distributed consensus protocols are trying      

to solve. I then summarise the existing solutions        

to the problem with a focus on PoS in general          

and Ethereum in particular. I then look at how         

new fixed income markets are growing around       

yield producing cryptoassets. 

Distributed Consensus - The    

Bysantine Generals Problem 

The problem the Bysantine General had was       

how to ensure that when she gave the order to          

attack, all commanders attacked at the same       

time. If even one decided to not attack, the         

whole campaign would be lost. His      

commanders were Distributed and they needed      

to reach Consensus at the same time and on the          

same action. That is to say they had to reach          

Distributed Consensus. 

The problem in commerce, instead of knowing       

when to attack the fort, was how to agree if a           

transaction had happened and who owns which       

assets. The best solution to the problem over        

the years has been to have auditable       

centralised ledgers. This centralised ledger     

system has served humanity well over the       

centuries, but it is not without problems       

relating to trust and corruption and it is also         

very expensive to have all these third parties        

adding no value other than certification of a        

translation or asset ownership.  

One of the ‘big deal’ aspects of the Bitcoin         

whitepaper (which was issued on 31 October       

2008) was that it set out a process for achieving          

Bysantine Fault Tolerant Distributed Consensus     

(this process became known as ‘Nakamoto      
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Consensus’). It was a significant breakthrough      

because now it was possible to transfer value        

person to person and record asset ownership       

without the need for a trusted third party. Think         

about all those institutions whose main or only        

role in society is to be that ‘trusted third party’          

and consider that this computer science      

breakthrough can effectively reorganise the     

way the world’s transactions and assets      

are recorded.  

Ever since the first line of Bitcoin software        

was written bad actors have been trying       

to attack the chain and essentially      

interfere with the General’s plans. Even      

today, more than 10 years later, attacks are        

constant and unrelenting, if the security of the        

system (which is its computer power) was to be         

overcome for even a moment the whole battle        

plan could be lost. The fact that it has never          

been overcome and that it is getting stronger        

day by day gives the system value and is         

testimony to the genius of it’s creator.  

Consensus Protocols  

There are a number of consensus protocols.       

Bitcoin uses what’s known as a Proof of Work         

(PoW) consensus protocol. This requires heavy      

use of computer power and electricity to drive        

that power. Proof of Stake (PoS) is the other         

most common protocol. Ethereum, Hedera     

Hashgraph and Polkadot all use PoS. Other       

protocols include Proof of Existence (for proving       

the existence of an asset (a university degree        

for example...or a bar of gold)) Proof of Location         

(to prove a person or objects location at any         

point in time) and Proof of Age.  

Proof of Stake 

The word ‘stake’ used here has the same        

meaning when used in the context of ‘staking’ a         

player in a poker game. The difference being        

that the unit of value being staked is Ethereum         

(or Polkadot or Hedera tokens etc.), the player        

needs to stake assets to run computer software        

(blockchain nodes) and the rewards (shared      

with the staker) are transaction fees. The loss (if         

any) can occur if the computer operator is        

malicious and tries to attack the blockchain or        

they are a bad operator by not being online         

24/7.  

So what happens in practice is that people who         

hold PoS tokens are able to stake these tokens         

with people who run blockchain nodes, the       

rewards (in the form of fees) are shared. As an          

example, under this model our fund is currently        

earning 12%pa (earnings paid and capitalised      
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every three days) on our Polkadot      

tokens which we are staking with a       

regulated exchange called Kraken    

(New York based).  

Hedera Hashgraph also uses a PoS      

protocol. They have however    

enhanced the solution for the     

Bysantine General by developing    

what they call Asynchronous Bysantine Fault      

Tolerant (ABFT) algorithm. Their ABFT is also       

finalistic (100% sure of the consensus), as       

opposed to probabilistic (99% sure of the       

consensus) for Bitcoin and Ethereum. They also       

have great speed and this is crucial in many         

situations including anything from a game      

where the protocol needs to decide who pulled        

the trigger first, to an exchange or marketplace        

where it needs to be decided who put in the          

order first. 

Things start to get complicated very fast when        

looking under the bonnet of these different       

protocols and it is always possible that a new         

‘family’ of protocols will come along. This       

happened in May 2018 when Cornell University       

professor and blockchain researcher Emin Gun      

Sirer announced a new family of protocols       

called ‘Avalanche’ Professor Gun Sirer explained      

that they combine what he referred to as the         

‘classical consensus’ and ‘Nakamoto consensus’     

models in blockchain network decision-making. 

(I was in New York at the front row for this event and heard first hand                

about this new set of protocols in 2018) 

Not unsurprisingly new protocols are emerging      

and improvements are constantly being made      

to existing ones. There is no consensus among        

the experts in this field as to which one has the           

best properties to survive long term (100 years).        

They do all however agree that ‘Nakamoto       

Consensus’ was ground breaking.  

Ethereum and Proof of Stake 

There is a lot of hype around Ethereum’s move         

to a PoS network. This upgrade, which       

happened in early December, is referred to as        

Ethereum 2.0 - Phase 0. Holders of Ether are         

now able to stake their coins. This has resulted         

in an uplift in value of Ether as all of a sudden it             

has become a yield producing Capital Asset. The        

Staking yields are in the 8%-12% range. 

Of course underlying the yield are economic       

principles such as demand for use of the        

Ethereum blockchain, limited supply of Ether,      

profitable business models for the node      
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operators and appropriate incentives and     

disincentives for the stakers. Many of these       

principles are set out in Ethereum Improvement       

Proposal 1559 (here) for those who would like        

more reading. 

Our Fund will not be staking Ether for the time          

being as it is early days and I do not want to            

take any risks. Our Ethereum assets are stored        

safely with a third party custodian and that is         

where they will stay for the foreseeable future. 

The Developing Crypto Yield Curve 

Everything that exists in the traditional financial       

world is being re-built in the Decentralised       

Finance (DeFi) world. People are asking the       

question ‘what is the risk free rate for Bitcoin’         

‘What does the Ethereum Yield curve look like’.  

All of the finance verbs in the traditional world         

are being built in the crypto world, we now         

have crypto lending, borrowing, derivatives,     

trading and investing all of which can be done         

via software, not via trusted third parties. It is         

early days but it is developing rapidly and our         

Fund is very much in the center of all this          

activity and growth. 

- End of Topic I  - 

 

Topic II - The World Economic Forum       

and ‘The Great Reset’ 

The year 2020 is one of those that will be          

remembered as a year that set off a series of          

significant events that will fundamentally     

change our economies, our politics and the way        

we live our lives. The changes are so significant         

that the World Economic Forum has put       

forward the notion of ‘The Great Reset’ (TGR).  

In short TGR seeks to ‘...shape the       

recovery...offer insights to help inform all those       

determining the future state of global relations,       

the direction of national economies, the      

priorities of societies, the nature of business       

models and the management of a global       

commons. Drawing from the vision and vast       

expertise of the leaders engaged across the       

Forum’s communities, the Great Reset initiative      

has a set of dimensions to build a new social          

contract that honours the dignity of every       

human being.’ The initiatives/proposals that     

come from TGR will have a significant Monetary        

Policy and Technology based context and it is        

for this reason that I will be following the         

developments closely.  

In this part of the newsletter I set out some          

background to TGR and consider possible      

initiatives for Central Bank Digital Currencies      

(CBDC), Stable Coins and the adoption of public        
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general purpose blockchain technology. I also      

touch on possible multilateral debt relief      

proposals as part of a Great Monetary Reset,        

which is a central part of TGR. 

Some key meetings in 2021 will flesh out what         

the proposal for TGR are to be, first there is a           

virtual meeting 25-29 January then there is a        

Technology and Governance Summit in Tokyo      

on 6-7 April this culminates in a Special WEF         

Annual (face to face) Meeting in Singapore on        

13-16 May. 

Background and Context to The     

Great Reset 

The U.S. Secretary of the Treasury, Henry       

Morgenthau, Jr., addresses the delegates to the       

Bretton Woods Monetary Conference, July 8, 1944       

(Credit: U.S. Office of War Information in the National         

Archives). 

The last ‘Great Reset’ was in 1944 with the         

creation of the Bretton Woods system. The       

chief features of the Bretton Woods system       

were an obligation for each country to adopt a         

monetary policy that maintained its external      

exchange rates within 1 percent by tying its        

currency to gold and the ability of the        

International Monetary Fund (IMF) to bridge      

temporary imbalances of payments. Also, there      

was a need to address the lack of cooperation         

among other countries and to prevent      

competitive devaluation of the currencies as      

well. 

The Bretton Woods system set-up rules,      

institutions, and procedures to regulate the      

international monetary system, these accords     

established the IMF and the International Bank       

for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD)     

(which today is part of the World Bank Group). 

A proposal by John Maynard Keynes to adopt a         

supranational currency (Bancor) was not     

accepted. Instead the conference adopted a      

system of pegged exchange rates ultimately tied       

to physical gold in a system managed by the         

World Bank and IMF. In practice, the system        

implicitly established the United States dollar as       

a reserve currency convertible to gold at a fixed         

price on demand by other governments. Soviet       

representatives attended the conference but     

later declined to ratify the final agreements,       

charging that the institutions they had created       

were "branches of Wall Street". 

Then on 15 August 1971, in what would become         

known as the ‘Nixon Shock’ the US unilaterally        
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took the USD off the gold standard. Things have         

not been the same since... 

The idea of a Bretton Woods 2.0 began to get          

traction in the wake of the Global Financial        

Crisis of 2008. On 26 September 2008, French        

President Nicolas Sarkozy said, ‘we must rethink       

the financial system from scratch, as at       

Bretton Woods.’ 

In March 2010, Prime Minister Papandreou      

of Greece wrote an op-ed in the       

International Herald Tribune, in which he      

said, ‘Democratic governments worldwide    

must establish a new global financial      

architecture, as bold in its own way as        

Bretton Woods, as bold as the creation of        

the European Community and European     

Monetary Union. And we need it fast.’  

Then ten years later, in October 2020 the        

Managing Director of the IMF, Kristalina      

Georgieva called for a ‘New Bretton Woods       

Moment’. She advised that:  

‘Today we face a new Bretton Woods       

“moment.” A pandemic that has already cost       

more than a million lives. An economic calamity        

that will make the world economy 4.4 % smaller         

this year and strip an estimated USD 11 trillion         

of output by next year. And untold human        

desperation in the face of huge disruption and        

rising poverty for the first time in decades.’ 

‘We have seen global fiscal actions of USD 12         

trillion. Major central banks have expanded      

balance sheets by USD 7.5 trillion. These       

synchronized measures have prevented the     

destructive macro-financial feedback we saw in      

previous crises.’ 

We of course do not know what if anything will          

come of the proposed ‘Great Reset’, but it will         

be very interesting to watch what happens at        

some key events in the first half of 2021.  

Two aspects of TGR are of particular interest to         

our Fund, these are ‘The Monetary Reset’ and        

the possibility of ‘Debt Forgiveness’. 

The Monetary Reset 

The idea of a single stable global currency not         

controlled by any one state is very attractive        
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but it is not new. The very best attempt at this           

was the goldback currency period from      

1944 - 1971 where the USD, backed by        

gold, was the default global currency. This       

experiment is failing. The US has used its        

‘extreme privilege’ (as the global currency      

issuer) to weaponized it’s dollar both      

economically and politically. All countries     

now are in a race to the bottom relative to          

the value of their currencies to the USD.        

Our own Reserve Bank is taking measures       

to reduce the value of the Australian       

dollar, altho such measures are not      

working. This is the type of situation the        

delegates to Bretton Woods in 1944 were trying        

to avoid. 

No one knows yet what monetary solutions will        

be suggested as part of TGR, but I find it very           

interesting that Bitcoin could be a part of the         

discussion. There is a game theory aspect to        

Bitcoin as a base currency. It goes like this...No         

sovereign country likes Bitcoin because it      

cannot be controlled by them, but No sovereign        

country likes using another country's currency      

because it is controlled by that other country.        

All countries would however agree to adopt a        

currency not controlled by any one country (this        

is why they liked gold backed currency in 1944).         

Today the digital equivalent of Gold is Bitcoin, it         

is like Switzerland in it’s neutrality.  

As attractive as this idea is, I do not expect that           

Bitcoin will be a large part of the agenda next          

year, it is still too early and too political, instead          

the discussion will be around Stable Coins,       

Central Bank Digital Currencies and debt      

forgiveness. Bitcoin will however be in the       

background and eventually it will be given more        

serious consideration by sovereigns as a      

potential addition to reserves as the evolution       

of money and policy continue. In fact it will just          

be a question of which sovereign buys it first. 

Debt Forgiveness Jubilee 

Total global debt (sovereign, corporate and      

household) is estimated at USD 277 trillion,       

320% of global GDP. The higher the       

debt-to-GDP ratio, the less likely the country       

will pay back its debt. A study by the World          
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Bank found that if the debt-to-GDP ratio of a         

country exceeds 77% for an extended period of        

time, it slows economic growth. There is       

significant uncertainty about how the global      

economy can deleverage without significant     

adverse implications for economic activity. 

Part of TGR monetary and financial stability       

agenda will most likely include a discussion on        

global debt levels and a possible debt       

forgiveness jubilee. This is however an      

incredibly complicated discussion and it is highly       

unlikely that anything of substance will come       

out of this aspect of TGR discussions.  

- End of Topic II - 

Selected Highlights - December 2020     

Quarter 

22 October 2020 - Famed Wall Street investor        

and billionaire Paul Tudor Jones said that he        

likes Bitcoin "even more than I did then,”        

referring to his initial investment announced in       

May 2020. 

Jones praised Bitcoin on CNBC’s Squawk Box       

morning show, revealing that he holds a “small        

single-digit investment” in the asset. 

His investment thesis remains unchanged —      

Bitcoin is an excellent hedge against inflation,       

which is expected to ramp up in the next few          

years due to central bank intervention.      

Unprecedented amounts of quantitative easing     

and balance sheet expansion, in addition to       

more aggressive commitment to inflation by the       

Fed, resulted in heightened inflation     

expectations. 

Bitcoin, according to Jones, is “...like investing       

with Steve Jobs and Apple or investing in        

Google early.” 

23 October 2020 - PayPal endorses Bitcoin and        

announces that they will allow users to buy, sell         

and hold cryptocurrencies in their PayPal      

wallets in early 2021. 

2 November 2020 - The Reserve Bank of        

Australia announced that it is partnering with       

Commonwealth Bank, National Australia Bank,     

Perpetual and ConsenSys Software, a     

blockchain technology company, on a     

collaborative project to explore the potential      

use and implications of a wholesale form of        

central bank digital currency (CBDC) using      

distributed ledger technology (DLT). This will be       

based on Ethereum. 

9 November 2020 - Billionaire investor Stan       

Drukenmiller discloses a Bitcoin investment and      

states that he expects Bitcoin to outperform       

gold.  
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17 November 2020 - Skybridge Capital, another       

well known wealth manager with over USD 7.7        

billion AUM, told the SEC on Friday it may invest          

in digital assets like bitcoin.  

24 November 2020 - Australian listed fund       

manager Pendal Group announced that they      

have taken a long position in Bitcoin via the         

Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME). Head of      

Bond Income at Pendal, Vimal Gor, said that        

‘...All the big hitters in the hedge fund world are          

coming out to endorse bitcoin now…’. He went        

on further to state that ‘...ultimately      

government bonds will turn into a dead asset        

class…’. 

1 December 2020 - Niall Ferguson, the famous        

historian, published an important op-ed in the       

Bloomberg Opinion section. The piece was      

titled “Bitcoin Is Winning the Covid-19      

Monetary Revolution” and the sub-header read      

“The virtual currency is scarce, sovereign and a        

great place for the rich to store their wealth.” 

The argument laid out by Ferguson is       

noteworthy not only for what was written, but        

also because of who is writing it. For those that          

don’t know, Niall Ferguson is currently the       

Milbank Family Senior Fellow at the Hoover       

Institution at Stanford University. He was      

previously a professor of history at Harvard,       

New York University and Oxford. Ferguson was       

named one of Time magazine’s 100 most       

influential people in the world in 2004 and has         

written a handful of books, including the The        

Ascent of Money, which was published in 2008        

and examines the history of money, credit, and        

banking. 

In the Bloomberg piece, Ferguson makes a       

strong argument that “We are living through a        

monetary revolution so multifaceted that few of       

us comprehend its full extent. The technological       

transformation of the internet is driving this       

revolution. The pandemic of 2020 has      

accelerated it.”  

1 December 2020 - Guggenheim says it could        

invest up to $530 million in a bitcoin trust as the           

cryptocurrency flirts with new record highs      

Guggenheim revealed its Macro Opportunities     

Fund holds the right to invest up to 10% of its           

net asset value in Grayscale Bitcoin Trust,       

according to a Securities and Exchange      

Commission filing published Friday. The trust      
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solely invests in bitcoin, allowing its shares to        

serve as a proxy for the popular cryptocurrency. 

The fund manages roughly $US5.3 billion in       

assets, making a 10% investment worth about       

$US530 million. 

Guggenheim described cryptocurrencies as    

“digital assets designed as a medium of       

exchange.” The firm added that, though it can        

gain exposure to bitcoin through the Grayscale       

trust, it has no other plans to invest directly or          

indirectly in cryptocurrencies. 

2 December 2020 - The head of the world’s         

largest asset manager has provided a somewhat       

bullish take on the world’s first cryptocurrency. 

According to a report by CNBC on Tuesday, CEO         

of BlackRock Larry Fink said bitcoin has “caught        

the attention” of many people and that the        

cryptocurrency market was still relatively small      

compared to others. 

Speaking to the former Bank of England       

Governor Mark Carney at the Council on       

Foreign Relations on Tuesday, Fink said the       

nascent cryptocurrency asset class can possibly      

“evolve” into a global market asset, CNBC said. 

Also on 2 December 2020 - Inigo Fraser Jenkins,         

Co-Head of the Portfolio Strategy team at       

Bernstein Research, the research arm of global       

asset management firm AllianceBernstein (AB),     

reportedly has notified the firm’s clients via a        

research note that cryptocurrencies “do have a       

place in asset allocation.” 

7 December 2020 - MicroStrategy announced a       

USD 400m Convertible Note maturing in 2025.       

‘MicroStrategy intends to invest the net      

proceeds from the sale of the notes in bitcoin in          

accordance with its Treasury Reserve Policy      

pending the identification of working capital      

needs and other general corporate purposes.’. 

9 December 2020 - Ray Dalio, the founder of         

the world’s largest hedge fund, Bridgewater      

Associates, has offered a more positive stance       

on bitcoin than in comments that made       

headlines last month. 

In a Reddit Ask Me Anything (AMA) on Tuesday,         

Dalio said he thought bitcoin (BTC, -6.26%) and        

other cryptocurrencies had “established    
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themselves” over the last 10 years and were        

interesting “gold-like asset alternatives.” 

The billionaire hedge-fund manager also noted      

that cryptocurrencies share similarities and     

differences to gold and various “limited-supply,      

mobile (unlike real estate) storeholds of      

wealth.” 

Bitcoin “could serve as a diversifier to gold and         

other such storehold of wealth assets,” said       

Dalio. “The main thing is to have some of these          

type of assets … including stocks, in one’s        

portfolio and to diversify among them.” 

11 December 2020 - Massachusetts Mutual Life       

Insurance Co. is jumping into the institutional       

bitcoin game with a $100 million investment in        

bitcoin and a $5 million equity stake in NYDIG. 

The twin plays – both revealed in a Thursday         

press release – give MassMutual direct      

exposure to the cryptocurrency’s price swings      

and signal it’s betting that other big fish will         

follow suit. NYDIG is one of the fastest-growing        

institutional crypto shops with $2.3 billion      

under management. It provided MassMutual     

with the $100 million buy. 

Without specifically explaining why it saw      

bitcoin as a reasonable investment,     

MassMutual told the Wall Street Journal it was        

seeking “measured yet meaningful” exposure to      

an increasingly digital world. 

14 December 2020 - JPMorgan Chase, the       

largest U.S. bank, has estimated that up to $600         

billion could potentially flow into Bitcoin,      

Bloomberg reports. 

For this to happen, insurance companies and       

pension funds in the U.S., Europe, and Japan        

have put just one percent of their assets into         

the world’s largest cryptocurrency.  

16 December 2020 - Ruffer Investment 

Company sent a short update to shareholders 

Tuesday notifying them of the company’s 

November allocation to bitcoin. 

In November, Ruffer allocated what is currently 

worth approximately 2.5% of its total assets 

under management to bitcoin, per the memo, 
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an investment currently worth over $740 

million. The firm manages roughly $27 billion. 

"We see this as a small but potent insurance 

policy against the continuing devaluation of the 

world's major currencies," the London-based 

firm wrote. 

"Bitcoin diversifies the company's (much larger) 

investments in gold and inflation-linked bonds, 

and acts as a hedge to some of the monetary 

and market risks that we see," Ruffer said. 

17 December 2020 - CME Group will list an         

Ethereum (ETH) futures product next year, the       

firm said Wednesday. 

CME Group, which gate-crashed the crypto      

derivatives world with a bitcoin futures contract       

at the height of the 2017 cycle, said on         

Wednesday — as bitcoin topped $20,000 that it        

would launch futures tied to Ethereum.     

 

The product is coming to market February 8,        

subject to regulatory approval. It will be       

cash-settled and based on the firm's CME CF        

Ether-Dollar Reference Rate. According to     

CME's website, one contract will be equal to 50         

ETH. 

17 December 2020 - A hedge fund specializing        

in volatility bets has emerged as one of the         

largest investors in Bitcoin after quietly buying       

more than $600 million in cryptocurrencies and       

joining forces with Alan Howard, the co-founder       

of Brevan Howard Asset Management. 

Eric Peters, chief executive officer of One River        

Asset Management, said in an interview he set        

up a new company to seize on the growing         

interest in cryptocurrencies among institutional     

investors. In addition to its initial purchases,       

One River Digital Asset Management has      

commitments that will bring its holdings of       

Bitcoin and Ether to about USD 1 billion as of          

early 2021, he said. 

18 December 2020 - Cryptoasset Exchange      

Coinbase IPO valued at USD 28 billion.       

‘Coinbase has filed a draft S-1 registration       

statement with the SEC confirming rumored      

plans to go public. Recently the company       

shuffled its board to include venture capitalist       

Marc Andreessen and Google veteran Gokul      
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Rajaram along with former Cisco CFO Kelly       

Kramer in what appears to be final preparations        

for an offering that could see the company        

valued at $28 billion.’ 

22 December 2020 - Christopher Wood, the       

global head of equity at Jefferies, a global        

financial services company, says the firm will       

reduce exposure to gold in favor of bitcoin. He         

adds that there are plans to increase the crypto         

component of Jefferies’ long-only global     

portfolio for U.S. dollar-denominated pension     

fund if and when the bitcoin price drops from         

current levels. As a result of this decision, 5% of          

the fund will now consist of bitcoin. 

  

************* 

As always, please do not hesitate to contact me 

on 04 5090 0151 or at ian@bca.fund if you have 

any questions. 

Best Regards 

 

Ian Love 

Founder and CEO 

 

To the extent that any of the information which we have supplied to you may be deemed to be “general advice” within the meaning of the                          

Corporations Act, we draw your attention to:- (a) in preparing, supplying or conveying such advice, we did not take into account your investment                       

objectives, financial situation or specific needs; and (b) (before acting on the advice) the need to consider, with or without the assistance of an                        

authorised representative, the appropriateness of the advice having regard to your investment objectives, financial situation or specific needs                  

and any relevant Information Memorandum.  
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